
Linear bound for the dyadi paraprodut on weightedLebesgue spae L2(w)Oleksandra V. Beznosova�November 21, 2007AbstratThe dyadi paraprodut is bounded in weighted Lebesgue spaes Lp(w) if and only if theweight w belongs to the Mukenhoupt lass Adp. However, the sharp bounds on the norm ofthe dyadi paraprodut are not known even in the simplest L2(w) ase. In this paper we provethe linear bound on the norm of the dyadi paraprodut in the weighted Lebesgue spae L2(w)using Bellman funtion tehniques and extrapolate this result to the Lp(w) ase.11 IntrodutionLet D be the olletion of dyadi intervals D = �I = �k2�j ; (k + 1)2�j� j k; j 2 Z	, and let mIfstand for the average of a loally integrable funtion f over interval I mIf := 1jIj RI f .The dyadi paraprodut is de�ned as�bf := XI2DmIf bI hIwhere fhIgI2D is the Haar basis normalized in L2:hI(x) = 1pjI j (�I+(x) � �I�(x))I+ and I� are left and right halves of the dyadi interval I , bI := hb; hIi where h; i stands for thedot produt in the unweighted L2, and b is a loally integrable funtion.In order for the paraprodut to be bounded on Lp we need b to be in BMOd i.e.:k b kBMOd := �supI 1jI j ZI jb(x)�mIbj2 dx�1=2 < 1:We are going to use the fat that the BMOd norm of b an also be written as:k b k2BMOd = supJ2D 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2I :Paraproduts �rst appeared in the work of Bony in relation with nonlinear partial di�erentialequations (see [Bo℄) and sine then took one of the entral plaes in harmoni analysis. Due to theelebrated T(1) theorem of David and Journ�e [JoDa℄ a singular integral operator T an be written�Speial thank to my graduate adviser Mar��a Cristina Pereyra1Key words and phrases: dyadi paraprodut, weighted Lebesgue spae, Bellman funtions1



as T = L+�b1+��b2 where L is almost translation invariant (onvolution) operator, (L1 = 0 = L�1),b1 is the value of T at 1 and b2 = T �(1). The dyadi version of this theorem an be found in [Per1℄.So, if one is looking for a bound on the norms of some reasonably large lass of singular integraloperators it is natural to start with the paraprodut and with its simple dyadi "toy" model.In this paper we prove the linear bound on the norm of dyadi paraprodut on the weightedspaes L2(w) in terms of the Ad2 haraterization of the weight w. And now in order to provethe linear bounds on the norms of operators with standard kernels in the dyadi ase one has toonentrate on the operator L.Paraprodut holds the key to the lass of singular integrals with standard kernels. A typialrepresentative of whih is the Hilbert transform de�ned byHf(x) = P:V: 1� Z f(x)x� ydy:Helson & Szeg�o in [HeSz℄ gave neessary and suÆient ondition for a weight w so that H mapsL2(w) into itself ontinuously.In 1973, Hunt, Mukenhoupt and Wheeden (see [HuMW℄) presented a new proof, where for the�rst time the Ap-ondition for the weights appeared as neessary and suÆient ondition for theboundedness of the Hilbert transform in Lp(w)w 2 Adp , kw kAp := supI2D� 1jI j ZI w�� 1jI j ZI w� 1p�1�p�1 <1:And a year after in [CoFe℄ Coifman and Fe�erman extended this result to a larger lass ofoperators.The question that has been asked is:How is the norm of a singular operator in the weighted Lebesque spaes Lp(w) related to theMukenhoupt (Ap) harateristi of the weight w, kw kAdp . More preisely, what we need is the sharpfuntion '(x) in terms of the growth, suh thatkTf kLp(w) � C'�kw kAdp� k f kLp(w):This kind of estimates for di�erent singular operators is used a lot in partial di�erential equations,see [FeKPi℄, [AISa℄, [PetVo℄, [BaJa℄ and [DrPetVo℄. Some partial answers were given to this question.For the Hilbert transform, Bukley showed power 2 in [Bu℄, Petermihl and Pott in [PetPo℄improved the exponent of kw kA2 from 2 to 32 and in 2006 Petermihl got the sharp power 1 for theHilbert transform, see [Pet1℄.Later in [Pet2℄ Petermihl used similar ideas to show linear bound for the norm of the Riesztransforms.It was also shown that the norm of the Martingale transform on the weighted spae L2(w)depends linearly on the kw kA2 , see [Witt℄.So now we an laim that singular integral operators related to the above transforms via T(1)theorem admit linear bounds on their norms, i.e. if T��b1���b2 is good enough (one of the operators,for whih we know the bound is linear), thenkT kL2(w)!L2(w) � Ckw kAd2Boundedness of the paraprodut on the weighted Lp(w) has been known for a long time, a diretproof of it an be found, for example, in [KaPer℄. The best known bound on the norm of the dyadiparaprodut so far is k�b kL2(w)!L2(w) � C�(kw kA2)k b kBMOd2



with �(x) = x2 and it an be found in [DrGPerPet℄.First we were able to improve the above result from �(x) = x2 to �(x) = x3=2 without makingany signi�ant hanges to the struture of the proof. Then using the suggestion of F. Nazarov wetried the duality approah whih allowed us to reover 3=2 in multiple ways and using the versionof the bilinear embedding theorem from [Pet1℄ we were able to improve to �(x) = x(1 + log1=2 x).Using the sharp version of the bilinear embedding theorem from [NTVo℄ slightly improved the powerof the logarithm in the bound (�(x) = x(1 + log1=4 x)). And �nally, the theorem presented in thispaper shows the linear bound and in fat an rely on either one of the bilinear embedding theorems,the one by Nazarov, Treil and Volberg or the one from Petermihl's paper. We would also like tothank S. Treil for a useful onversation.Let us state the main result now.Theorem 1. (Main result) The norm of dyadi paraprodut on the weighted Lebesgue spae L2(w)is bounded from above by a onstant multiple of the Ad2 harateristi of the weight w times theBMOd norm of b, i.e. for all f 2 L2(w) and all g 2 L2(w�1)h�bf; giL2 � C kw kA2 k b kBMOd k f kL2(w) k g kL2(w�1): (1)Whih together with the sharp version of the Rubio De Frania's extrapolation theorem from[DrGPerPet℄ produes Lp bounds of the following type:Theorem 2. Let w 2 Adp and b 2 BMOd. Then the norm of dyadi paraprodut �b on the weightedLp(w) is bounded byk�b kLp(w)!Lp(w) � C1(p)kw kAdpk b kBMOd when p � 2and by k�b kLp(w)!Lp(w) � C2(p)kw k 1p�1Adp k b kBMOd when p < 2;where C1(p) and C2(p) are onstants that only depend on p.This paper is onstruted as follows:Setion 2: proof of the main result based on three propositions.Setion 3: Bellman funtion proof of Proposition 1.Setion 4: Bellman funtion proof of Proposition 2.Setion 5: Bellman funtion proof of Proposition 3.2 Proof of the main resultProof. In order to prove Theorem 1 it is enough to show that 8 f; g 2 L2D�b �fw�1=2� ; gw1=2E � Ckw kAd2 k b kBMOd k f k2 k g k2;where 
�b �fw�1=2� ; gw1=2� an be written as the following sumD�b �fw�1=2� ; gw1=2E = XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI Dgw1=2;hIE =: X1Now, we are going to deompose this sum into parts using weighted Haar system of funtions:Let HwI be de�ned in the following way:HwI := hIpjI j �AwI �I :3



In order to make fHwI g an orthogonal system of funtions in L2(w), we take AwI to beAwI := mI+w �mI�w2mIw ;then fw1=2HwI g is orthogonal in L2 with norms bounded from above by kw1=2HwI kL2 �pjI jmIw.Then by Bessel's inequality we have:8g 2 L2 XI2D 1jI jmIw Dg;w1=2HwI E2L2 � k g k2L2 : (2)The weighted Haar funtions were �rst introdued in [CoJS℄ and are extremely useful in weightedinequalities, see [NTVo℄ and [Per2℄.We an breakP1 into two sums:X1 = XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI Dgw1=2;hIE= XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI 1pjI j Dg;w1=2HwI E+XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI 1pjI j Dgw1=2;AwI �IE=: X2 +X3:And now we will bound P2 and P3.We laim that both sums, P2 and P3, depend on the kw kAd2 at most linearly:X2 = XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI 1pjI j Dg;w1=2HwI E � Ckw kAd2k b kBMOdk f kL2k g kL2 : (3)and X3 = XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bIAwI pjI jmI �gw1=2� � Ckw kAd2k b kBMOdk f kL2k g kL2 : (4)Before going into the proofs of (3) and (4) let us analyze the partition P1 =P2 +P3.The sum P2 is lose to the "weighted" version of a paraprodut over a weighted spae L2(w),whih behaves similar to the unweighted situation, while P3 takes into aount the di�erene be-tween the norm of the paraprodut on weighted and unweighted L2. In the simplest ase w = onst,kw kAd2 = 1, P1 =P2, and we reover lassial results, while P3 = 0.Note also, that for weights with small Ad2-harateristisP2 will be dominating and P3 will belose to 0, while for kw kAd2 large P3 beomes more important.Bound on P2 is very straight-forward and very similar to the lassial ase. We deomposeP2into the produt of two sums using Cauhy-Shwarz:X2 = XI2DmI �fw�1=2� bI 1pjI j Dg;w1=2HwI E�  XI2Dm2I �fw�1=2� b2ImIw!1=2 XI2D 1jI jmIw Dg;w1=2HwI E2!1=2 :By (2) XI2D 1jI jmIw Dg;w1=2HwI E2 � k g k2L2 :4



So, for (3) it is enough to show thatXI2Dm2I �fw�1=2� b2ImIw � Ckw k2Ad2k b k2BMOdk f k2L2 : (5)By the weighted Carleson embedding theorem, whih an be found, for example, in [NTVo℄, and(d�) version of it an be found in [Per2℄, (5) holds if and only if8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)m2Iw�1 mIw b2I � Ckw k2Ad2k b kBMOd mJw�1:And sine 8I 2 D mIw mIw�1 � kw kAd2 , it is enough to verify that8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)mIw�1 b2I � Ckw kAd2k b kBMOd mJw�1: (6)Inequality (6) follows from the fat that b 2 BMOd and hene the sequene fb2IgI2D is a Carlesonsequene with Carleson onstant k b k2BMOd :8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2I � k b k2BMOd ; (7)and the following proposition, whih we are going to prove using the Bellman funtion tehnique inSetion 3.Proposition 1. Let w 2 Ad2 and f�Ig be a Carleson sequene of nonnegative numbers8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�I � Q;then 8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) �ImIw�1 � 4Q mJw (8)and 1jJ j XI2D(J)mIw�I � 4Qkw kAd2 mJw: (9)Estimate (9) applied to �I = b2I and w�1 (w�1 2 Ad2 and kw�1 kAd2 = kw kAd2 ) provides (6), sobound (3) on P2 holds.Now we need to prove bound (4) on P3. It is a little bit more involved. We want to show thatX3 = XI2D bIAwI pjI j mI �fw�1=2� mI �gw1=2� � Ckw kAd2k b kBMOdk f k2k g k2:We are going to use a version of the bilinear embedding theorem by Petermihl from [Pet1℄:Theorem 3. (Petermihl) Let w 2 A2, kw kA2 � Q. Let f�IgI2D be a sequene of non-negativenumbers suh that: 8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�I mIw mIw�1 � Q;8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�I mIw � QmJw;5



8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�I mIw�1 � QmJw�1;then there is a onstant C > 0 suh that 8f; g 2 L2XI2D�I mI �fw�1=2� mI �gw1=2� � CQk f kL2k g kL2 :So, in order to omplete the proof it is enough to show that the following three bounds hold:8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) jbIAwI jpjI j mIw mIw�1 � Ckw kAd2 ; (10)8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) jbIAwI jpjI j mIw � Ckw kAd2mJw; (11)8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) jbIAwI jpjI j mIw�1 � Ckw kAd2mJw�1; (12)The following Proposition helps us handle the �rst sum (10).Proposition 2. Let w be a weight from Ad2, then 8J 2 D1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI+w �mI�wmIw �2 jI jm1=4I w m1=4I w�1 � Cm1=4J w m1=4J w�1:Note that a simple onsequene of Proposition 2 is1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI+w �mI�wmIw �2 jI jmIw mIw�1 � Ckw k3=4Ad2 m1=4J w m1=4J w�1and hene 1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI+w �mI�wmIw �2 jI jmIw mIw�1 � Ckw kAd2 : (13)Then by Cauhy-Shwarz1jJ j XI2D(J) jbIAwI jpjI jmIwmIw�1 � 0� 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2ImIwmIw�11A 12 0� 1jJ j XI2D(J) (AwI )2jI jmIwmIw�11A 12 ;by (13) 1jJ j XI2D(J) (AwI )2jI jmIw mIw�1 � Ckw kAd2 ;and by (7) 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2I mIw mIw�1 � kw kAd2 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2I � kw kAd2 k b k2BMOd :Linear bound on the seond sum (11) follows by Cauhy-Shwarz, from the sharp result byJ.Wittwer [Witt℄: 6



Lemma 1. (J.Wittwer) Let w 2 Ad2 be a weight, then8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI�w �mI+w2mIw �2 jI j mIw � Ckw kAd2mJwand this result is sharp.and Proposition 1 (inequality (9)) applied to �I = b2I :8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) b2I mIw � Ckw kAd2 k b k2BMOd mJw:And the next proposition together with (6) allows us to bound the third sum (12) in a similarway.Proposition 3. Let w be a weight in Ad2, then for all dyadi intervals J :1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI+w �mI�wmIw �2 jI jmIw�1 � Ckw kAd2mJw�1:Whih ompletes the proof of the Theorem 1.3 Bellman funtion proof of Proposition 1We are going to show that for any Carleson sequene f�IgI2D with onstant Q, �I � 08J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�I � Qthe inequality (8) holds for any dyadi interval J :1jJ j XI2D(J) �ImIw�1 � 4QmJw:Note that inequality (9) follows from inequality (8).Lemma 2. Suppose there exists a real valued funtion of 3 variables B(x) = B(u; v; l), whose domainD is given by those x = (u; v; l) 2 R3 suh thatu; v; l � 0;uv � 1;l � 1;whose range is given by 0 � B(x) � mJw;and suh that the following onvexity property holds:8x; x� 2 D suh that x� x+ + x�2 = (0; 0; �)B(x)� B(x+) +B(x�)2 � 14v� (14)Then Proposition 1 holds. 7



Proof of Lemma 2. Fix a dyadi interval J . Let xJ = (uJ ; vJ ; lJ) where uJ = mJw, vJ = mJw�1and lJ = 1jJjQPI2D(J) �I . Clearly for eah dyadi J , xJ belongs to the domain D. Let x� := xJ� 2D. By de�nition, xJ � xJ+ + xJ�2 = (0; 0; �J);where �J := 1jJjQ�J . Then, by onvexity ondition (14)mJw � B(xJ ) � B(xJ+ )2 + B(xJ� )2 + 14vJ �J= B(xJ+ )2 + B(xJ� )2 + 14jJ jQmJw�1 �J :Iterating this proedure and using the assumption that B � 0 on D we get:mJw � 14jJ jQ XI2D(J) �ImIw�1whih implies Proposition 1.So, Proposition 1 will hold if we an show existene of the funtion B of the Bellman type,satisfying the onditions of Lemma 2.Lemma 3. The following funtion B(u; v; l) := u� 1v(1 + l)is de�ned on D, 0 � B(x) � u for all x = (u; v; l) 2 D and satis�es the following di�erentialinequalities on D: �B�l � 14v (15)and �d2B � 0: (16)Moreover, onditions (15) and (16) imply the onvexity ondition (14).Proof. Range onditions are easy to verify: sine all variables are positive on D and uv � 1, we have0 � B(u; v; l) = uv(1 + l)� 1v(1 + l) = u� 1v(1 + l) � u:It is nothing but a alulus exerise to hek the di�erential onditions:�B�l = 1v(1 + l)2 � 14vsine l � 1. And �d2B = (du; dv; dl)0� 0 0 00 2v3(1+l) 1v2(1+l)20 1v2(1+l)2 2v(1+l)3 1A0� dudvdl 1A � 0And �nally let us see how di�erential onditions (15) and (16) imply the onvexity ondition(14):B(x) � B(x+) +B(x�)2 = �B(x) �B(x+ + x�2 )�+ �B(x+ + x�2 )� B(x+) +B(x�)2 � =8



= �B�l (u; v; l0)�� Z 1�1 (1� jtj)b00(t)dt;where b(t) := B(s(t)), s(t) := 1+t2 s+ + 1�t2 s�, �1 � t � 1, note that s(t) 2 D whenever s+ and s�do sine D is a onvex domain. Then di�erential inequalities trivially imply that �b00(t) � 0 andB(x) � B(x+) +B(x�)2 = �B�l (u; v; l0)� � Z 1�1 (1� jtj)b00(t)dt � 14v�:And proofs of both Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 are omplete.4 Proof of the Proposition 2We are going to prove that there is a numerial onstant C > 0, suh that for all dyadi intervalsJ 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J)�mI+w �mI�wmIw �2 jI jm1=4I w m1=4I w�1 � Cm1=4J w m1=4J w�1: (17)using Bellman funtion tehnique.Lemma 4. Suppose there exists a real-valued funtion of two variables B(x) = B(u; v), whosedomain D is given by those x = (u; v) 2 R2 suh thatu; v � 0 (18)uv � 1; (19)whose range is given by 0 � B(x) � 4puv; x 2 D;and suh that the following onvexity property holds:if x = x+ + x�2 then B(x) � B(x+) +B(x�)2 � C v1=4u7=4 (u+ � u�)2 (20)with a numerial onstant C independent of everything, then the Proposition 2 will be proved.Proof. Let uI := mIw, vI := mIw�1, v+ = vI+ , v� = vI� and similarly for u�. Then by H�older'sinequality (u; v) and (u�; v�) belong to the D.Fix J 2 D, by the onvexity and range onditionsjJ j 4pmJw mJw�1 � jJ jB(uJ ; vJ)� jJ j2 B(u+; v+) + jJ j2 B(u�; v�) + jJ jCm1=4J w�1m7=4J w (mJ+w �mJ�w)2= jJ+jB(u+; v+) + jJ�jB(u�; v�) + jJ jCm1=4J w�1m7=4J w (mJ+w �mJ�w)2 :Iterating this proess and using the fat that B(u; v) � 0 we get:jJ j 4pmJw mJw�1 � C XI2D(J) jI jm1=4I w�1m7=4I w (mJ+w �mJ�w)2;whih ompletes the proof of Lemma 4. 9



Now, in order to omplete the proof of (17) we need to show existene of the Bellman typefuntion B whih satis�es the onditions of Lemma 4.Lemma 5. The following funtion B(u; v) := 4puvis de�ned on D, 0 � B(u; v) � 4puv for all (u; v) 2 D, and satis�es the following di�erentialinequality in D: �d2B � 18 v1=4u7=4 jduj2: (21)Furthermore, this implies the onvexity ondition (20) of Lemma 4.Proof. Sine u and v are positive in the domain D, funtion B = 4puv is well de�ned on D andondition 0 � B(u; v) � 4puv is trivially satis�ed.Let us prove the di�erential inequality (21) now:�d2B = 116(du; dv) 3v 14u�74 �v�34 u�34�v�34 u�34 3v�74 u 14 !� dudv �= 18(du; dv) v 14u�74 00 v�74 u 14 !� dudv �+ 116(du; dv) v 14 u�74 �v�34 u�34�v�34 u�34 v�74 u 14 !� dudv �� 18v 14 u�74 jduj2;as we wanted to show.Now we only need to hek the onvexity ondition (20). We �x an interval I and letb(t) := B(ut; vt); �1 � t � 1;where ut := 12(t+ 1)u+ + 12(1� t)u�and vt := 12(t+ 1)v+ + 12(1� t)v�:What we want to show is b(0)� b(1) + b(�1)2 � C v1=4u7=4 jduj2:It is easy to see that b(0)� 12 (b(�1) + b(1)) = �12 Z 1�1 (1 + jtj)b00(t)dt:Note that �b00(t) � 132v1=4t u�7=4t (u1 � u�1)2 (22)and that 8t 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄ ut = u0 + 12t(u1 � u�1);sine domain D is onvex ut 2 D, andju1 � u�1j � ju1j+ ju�1j; jtj � 1=2; u1; u�1 � 0;�u0 = �12(u1 + u�1) � t(u1 � u�1) � 12(u1 + u�1) = u0;10



so ut � 32u0 and similarly vt � 12v0 for t 2 [�1=2; 1=2℄. Together with (22) it makes�b00(t) � Cv1=40 u�7=40 (u1 � u�1)2:So, B(u; v)� 12(B(u+; v+)�B(u�; v�)) = b(0)� 12(b(1) + b(�1)) � C v1=4u7=4 jduj2with numerial onstant C independent of everything. Whih ompletes the proof of Lemma 5 andProposition 2.5 Proof of the Proposition 3First note that sine for every dyadi interval I we have mIw mIw�1 � kw kAd2 , it is enough toshow that 8J 2 D 1jJ j XI2D(J) (mI+w �mI�w)2m3Iw jI j � CmJw�1 (23)for some numerial onstant C.Lemma 6. Suppose there exists a real-valued funtion of two variables B(x) = B(u; v), whosedomain D is given by those x = (u; v) 2 R2 suh thatu; v � 0; (24)uv � 1; (25)whose range is given by 0 � B(x) � vand suh that the following onvexity property holds:if x = x+ + x�2 then B(x) � B(x+) +B(x�)2 � C 1u3 (u+ � u�)2 (26)with some numerial onstant C independent of everything. Then Proposition 3 will be proved(inequality (23) holds for all dyadi intervals J).Proof. Let uI := mIw, vI := mIw�1, v+ = vI+ , v� = vI� and similarly for u�. Then by H�older'sinequality (u; v) and (u�; v�) belong to the D.Fix J 2 D, by the onvexity property and range onditionsjJ jmJw�1 � jJ jB(uJ ; vJ)� jJ j2 B(u+; v+) + jJ j2 B(u�; v�) + CjJ j 1m3Jw (mJ+w �mJ�w)2= jJ+jB(u+; v+) + jJ�jB(u�; v�) + CjJ j 1m3Jw (mJ+w �mJ�w)2:Iterating this proess and using positivity of funtion B, we getjJ jmJw�1 � C XI2D(J) jI j 1m3Iw (mI+w �mI�w)2;whih ompletes the proof of Lemma 6.To prove inequality (23) and Proposition 3 we need to show the existene of the funtion B ofthe Bellman type satisfying onditions of Lemma 6.11
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